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Project 1: Electric Playdough

Check out your supplies:

Conductive dough: carries electricity

Non-conductive (insulating) dough:  does not carry electricity

Lights: from an old string of Christmas lights 

Battery pack and batteries: store with batteries removed

Buzzer/ Beeper: makes an annoying sound



The only thing you can really screw up 
with these supplies: short circuit

Is it safe? 

•These batteries don’t supply enough current 
to be dangerous (that starts at about 9V, and 
then it’s still hard to get hurt).

• Gets hot
• Burns out batteries FAST

(Well, also, don’t mix the dough colors, please.)



Challenge 1: 
Roll some playdough into “wires” and create a 
circuit that will light a lightbulb



What’s going on “behind the scenes”?
Note: for some 
electrical 
components 
(LED LIGHTS!), 
it matters 
which way the 
electrons flow. 
Just flip it 
around if it 
doesn’t work.



Challenge 2: Give your circuit a switch (so 
you can turn it on and off).

Now, substitute 
your buzzer for 
the lightbulb. 
Then turn it off!

“Circuit” = “Circle”



Challenge 3: Change the volume on the 
buzzer. 
(Hint: The amount of current reaching the buzzer will affect its sound.)

Electrical components are built to handle a certain range of 
electricity. “Resistors” are used to lower the current to 
acceptable levels. We are not calculating voltage (we’re relying 
on resistance in the dough); our materials will burn out 
eventually. 



Challenge 4: Make an animal or face with 
light-up eyes.
Hint: You may need to use non-conductive dough to force the electricity into the path you are 
going for.



Please wipe the ends of the 
wires with a baby wipe, 
and put all materials back as you 
found them. 



Materials for this Mini-MakerSpace
Item Vendor and link Price Notes

Battery 
Holder

Amazon:
http://amzn.to/2rhdjh7

1.27

4 AAA 
batteries

Amazon:
http://amzn.to/2spfjse

1.26 (batteries $.24 each)

Buzzer Amazon:
http://amzn.to/2s8krkd

1.19 (These are probably better; I have 
ordered but didn’t get them yet.)

LED lights Amazon:
http://amzn.to/2seTNaf

.20 (6.89 for 100 lights)

Box 
(optional)

(from dollar store) 1.00 (or use plastic bags for free!)

Total price: 4.92 (Per kit)



You also need:

Conductive dough 
http://courseweb.stthomas.edu/apthomas/SquishyCircuits/conductiveDough.htm

Insulating dough 
http://courseweb.stthomas.edu/apthomas/SquishyCircuits/insulatingDough.htm

Wire stripper (possibly, to expose wires): http://amzn.to/2rLpBiy ($4.40)

Wipes or damp paper towels/ cloths to clean the ends of the wires



(otherwise, it’s arts and crafts)

S.T.E.M.

+ =

This is why libraries are such perfect places for STEM Makerspaces!



Drive Deeper Learning
Activity Knowledge Base
Building bridges with 
straws or toothpicks

Architecture of 
famous bridges 
and/or using math 
and physics to 
measure load 

Make a cardboard 
pinball machine

Force and motion; 
Simple machines; 
Types of energy 
(potential vs. kinetic)

Musical Instruments 
from odds and ends 

Pitch, volume, 
vibrations, and sound 
waves

• Connect kids with related 
books and websites

• Encourage them to learn 
and use correct 
terminology

• Offer challenges to stretch 
them toward new ideas—
even if you don’t know how 
to do it! (I wonder if it 
could...? Can you find a way 
to…?)



Project 2: Marshmallow Shooter



How could we tinker with the design?

What would we like it to do better? (longer, straighter, faster, 
smoother, prettier….)

What could we change about the design? What other materials 
could we try?



Based on this information, what could 
we try to make it shoot further?



Pop-Up MakerSpaces

• Squeeze them in a corner, or a 
table, or a bulletin board

• Using whatever supplies you 
can get, 

• Stocked with good books
• A few questions or challenges to 

get students started and keep 
them stretching for new ideas

• Store somewhere out of the 
way and pop-up a new one!

Get this one free here: http://bit.ly/2dOOF0v



Questions? 
Thoughts? 
Ideas?



Contact Me:

Powerpoint at the 
bottom of home page


